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Price: /ZW$0

No Customer Ratings Yet

 Description

Just imagine the convenience of charging your phone with no wires. Well, that is
exactly what the Mi Powerbank Wireless is all about. You get the freedom of charging
your phone with no inconvenient cables to get in the way. This means you can put
both the powerbank and your phone in the same pocket and charge on-the-go. With a
10000mAh capacity you will not be looking for a socket any time soon.

 Specifications

It's all the goodness of the tried and tested Xiaomi powerbank with the added
convenience of wireless charging. The Mi Wireless Powerbank is able to fast-charge
through a wired cable, but also uses the top face as a wireless charging pad with
speedy charging enabled. You get the best of both worlds! The finish on the mat is
rubber, meaning you can put both the powerbank and your wireless charging enabled
phone in the same pocket and enjoy cable-free charging on-the-go. Brand:Xiaomi
Color:Black Battery type: lithium ion polymer battery Battery energy: 37Wh 3.7V
10000mAh Rated capacity: 6000mAh (5V / 3A) Input interface: USB-C Output interface:
USB-A / USB-C Input parameters: 5V3A 9V2A 12V1.5A Wireless output: 10W MAX Wired
output: USB-A: 5V2.4A 9V2A MAX 12V1.5A MAX USB-C: 5V3A 9V2A MAX 12V1.5A MAX Dual
port output: 5V3A MAX Working temperature: 5 ° C ~ 35 ° C Induction distance: ?5mm
Charging time: About 4 hours (9V / 2A 12V / 1.5A charger, charging cable inside the
package); About 6 hours (5V / 2A charger, charging cable inside the package) Weight
& DimensionsProduct Weight:0.3kg Product Dimensions:147.9×71.6×18.4mm Package
Weight:0.35kg Package Dimensions:150×750×200mm Package Contents 1 x Xiaomi Wireless
Power Bank 1 x Data Cable 1 x User Manual (Chinese)
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